Securitex Lone Worker System pictorial flow diagram
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Lone worker MD18B is plug to a 230V13amp
mains using the supplied Power supply

Lone worker down
Lone worker receiver MD18B
receive the transmitted signal
will activate the siren locally
and internally.

Overview of System
Many facilities, like hospitals, clinics, research laboratory, medicine process plant and even bio hazard
disposal facilities now have staff that sometime required to work alone especially in the nightshift or public
holiday etc. Securitex is aware that the safety and security of this staff is very important as such we work
with industry partner to bring to this industry the Lone Worker Alarm System model Securitex-MD18. With
the MD18 the safety and security of this lone worker can be monitored from a remote site thus in the event
they are being attack or they become incapacitated due to sudden illness or injury at work emergency
assistant can be dispatch at the earliest time possible.
Securitex MD-18
Securitex Office in Singapore understand the needs for such system and has come up with Securitex
Wireless Lone Worker System. The lone worker will carry the Wireless Remote Transmitter Call MD-18
Securitex MD-18. The system is designed and manufactured using high quality material and electronic
component to ensure the system is reliable and user friendly. This system is use for Staff safety
monitoring especially when they are working alone. MD-18 allow for single worker application and up to 18
workers (optional) to use the system in group. It can be configured as individual user or group use.

Design, manufacture and distributed by:
SECURITEX ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
BLOCK 9010 TAMPINES ST 93 #04-145
TAMPINES INDUSTRIAL PARK A
SINGAPORE 528844.
T: 67852171 F: 65850107 sales@securitex.com.sg

Lone worker activation signal will be
sent through the hard cable to a man
guard station which will activate the
siren and light. The Security
personnel will then be dispatch to
the site to look for the distress lone
worker. (120m-1000m is still ok)

Hard wired 22AWG 3pairs
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